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Introduction
Habits and Goals

Habits are the invisible
architecture of daily life.
We repeat about 40
percent of our behavior
almost daily, so our
habits shape our
existence, and our future.
If we change our habits,
we change our lives.

We are going to hit two big topics during this module:
habit building and goals. Habits are regular practices
that are hard to give up. They make up a large portion
of our day, so if we want to make some changes this
year, we have focus on our habits (breaking the old, and
creating the new). Additionally, since this program is 11
months long, it makes sense to set some goals for
exactly what we’d like to get accomplished while we are
together. During this module, we will do both.

-Gretchen Rubin
Better Than Before

We’ll start with habits. Although we are a few weeks
away from starting a ketogenic diet, that doesn’t mean
that this is the right diet for you. The right diet for you is
one that is relatively EASY, comes naturally, with little
effort or thought, makes you feel your best, and is
sustainable. Basically, it’s a habit to eat this way. Any
diet that requires tremendous effort, thought, and
energy is NOT sustainable. We will start by looking at
habits in general, but the goal over the course of the
next few months is to use these strategies and apply
them towards our diet.
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HABITS
A habit, as defined on Wikipedia, is “a routine of
behavior that is repeated regularly and tends to occur
subconsciously.” The Merriam-Webster Dictionary
defines a habit as “a settled tendency or usual manner
of behavior; an acquired mode of behavior that has
become nearly or completely involuntary.”
Most professionals who study human behavior agree
that there are multiple parts that go into creating a new
habit. It needs to be a behavior that is recurrent, it is
typically cued by something specific, and happens
without awareness or consciousness. When you think
about it, this might explain why it is often incredibly
challenging to change an old habit, and stick to good
habits as you try to develop them.
Has this ever happened to you…
After a long drive, you enter the house and go
straight to the bathroom to urinate.
Your spouse yells from the kitchen: “Don’t worry
about flushing the toilet when you are done peeing.
I have to go too!”
You: Pee. Flush the toilet.
Seriously? But just 30 seconds ago you got permission
NOT to flush the toilet. You did it anyway. Not because
you wanted to defy your spouse, but because flushing
the toilet happens HABITUALLY after you use it. You
don’t have to think, “I should flush the toilet,” (okay,
maybe some of our teenage children SHOULD think
about this more often), you just go pee, then flush.
That’s a habit. And a hard one to break once you have
gotten into the habit of doing it.
This is exactly the type of behavior we want to develop
this year! But with things other than toilet flushing…
unless you need to work on that too.
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Check List for Habit Change
In Gretchen Rubin’s book, Better Than Before, she
defines five key areas of habit development. Within
these five areas, are additional considerations when
trying to develop new habits. If you want to be
successful at creating a new practice that is REGULAR
and SUBCONSCIOUS (aka. habitual), the more of these
tools you can use to help you develop your new habit,
the more likely it is to stick. The five key areas and the
additional considerations laid out by Gretchen Rubin
are:
I. Self Knowledge
I. The Four Tendencies
II. Distinctions
II. Pillars of Habits
I. Monitoring
II. Foundation
III. Scheduling
IV. Accountability
III. The Best Time to Begin
I. First Steps
II. Clean Slate
III. Lightening Bolt
IV. Desire, Ease, and Excuses
I. Abstaining
II. Convenience
III. Inconvenience
IV. Safeguards
V. Loophole-Spotting
VI. Distracting
VII.Reward
VIII.Treats
IX. Pairing
V. Unique, Just Like Everyone Else
I. Clarity
II. Identity
III. Other People
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Over the next year, our goal is to establish some new
healthy habits, and eliminate some old, bad habits.
Here is a very brief list of what each distinction actually
is/means. To learn more details about all of the
distinctions, please read Gretchen’s book, Better Than
Before.

Self Knowledge

The Four Tendencies
Upholder- responds to both outer and inner
expectations
Obliger- responds to outer expectations
Questioner- responds to inner exceptions
Rebel- resist all expectations

Distinctions
Described as the most basic things about yourself.
Lark? Or Owl?
Larks are morning people
Owls are evening people
Marathoner? Sprinter? Or Procrastinator?
Marathoners work at a slow and steady pace
Sprinters work in quick bursts of intense effort
Procrastinators can resemble sprinters, but they
do not enjoy the last-minute pressure, wishing
they could work before the deadline looms
Underbuyer? Or Overbuyer?
Underbuyers hate to shop and buy (they typically
use a piece of equipment until it is no longer
functional)
Overbuyers love to shop and buy (they will
accumulate large quantities of items)
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Simplicity Lover? Or Abundance Lover?
Simplicity lovers are attracted by the idea of
“less,” of emptiness, of bare surfaces and shelves,
few choices, a roomy closet
Abundance lovers are attracted by the idea of
“more,” of overflow, of addition, of ampleness, of
a full pantry
Finisher? Or Opener?
Finishers love the idea of bringing a project to
completion
Openers thrill to the excitement of launching a
new project
Familiarity Lover? Or Novelty Lover?
Familiarity lovers enjoy repetition (eating the
same foods, visiting the same places, re-reading
good books, etc)
Novelty lovers thrive on doing new things
Promotion Focused? Prevention Focused?
Promotion focused people concentrate on
achievement and advancement, on making more
gains, getting more love, praise, pleasure
Prevention focused people concentrate of
fulfilling their duties, on avoiding losses, and on
minimizing dangers, pain, and censure
Small Steps? Or Big Steps?
People who enjoy taking small steps have better
success adopting a habit when they start small
with modest, manageable steps
People who enjoy taking large steps have better
success when they are very ambitious
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Pillars of Habits
Monitoring- Tracking, counting, measuring, etc a
precise action; example- weighing/measuring food
Foundation- There are four foundational habits that will
strengthen the foundation for all other habits: sleep,
move, eat and drink right, unclutter
Scheduling- setting a specific and regular time for this
activity to occur
Accountability- face consequences for what we are
doing; example- the Wellness Program classes

The Best Time to Begin
First Steps- start NOW. Not tomorrow. Not on your
birthday. Not on January 1st. Starting is often harder
than continuing
Clean Slate- any beginning is a time of special power
for habit creation; example- new job, new relationship,
move to a new town
Lightening Bolt- an encounter that suddenly starts a
new habit without prior preparation, without small
steps, without wavering; example- a documentary, a
diagnosis, a number on a scale

Desire, Ease, and Excuses
Abstaining- complete deprivation (vs. moderation).
Abstainers do better when they follow all-or-nothing
habits, where as moderators do better when they
indulge moderately
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Convenience- make a required action convenient;
example- fill your pantry with good quality health foods
Inconvenience- make bad habits inconvenient;
example- move all the unhealthy foods to the top shelf
of the pantry or outside in the garage
Safeguards- anticipate and minimize temptations by
planning for failure; example- develop an “if this…than
that” plan “If the waiter brings over the dessert menu, I
will order decaf coffee instead.”
Loophole-Spotting- an argument for why we should
be excused for following good habit; examplesMoral Licensing Loophole- “it’s okay that I eat this
cake because I ran this morning.”
Tomorrow Loophole- “It is okay that I eat this cake
now, because I’ll start my diet tomorrow.”
False Choice Loophole- “I haven’t been exercising
because I’ve been too busy working.”
Lack of Control Loophole- “If my cell phone
buzzes, I have to look at it.”
Arranging the Fail Loophole- “I’ll just check my
email quickly before I go to the meeting, and then
make this one call…oh no, it’s so late, there is no
point in going to the meeting now.”
“This doesn’t count” Loophole- “I’m on vacation,
so I can eat whatever I want.”
Questionable Assumption Loophole- “I have an
appointment I have to get to in 2 hours, so I can’t
really start anything serious right now.” Meanwhile,
wasting the entire morning waiting for 1 thing to
happen.
Concern for Others Loophole- “At this business
dinner, others might feel uncomfortable if I don’t
drink.”
Fake Self-Actualiztion Loophole- “I have to take
advantage of this now or miss out forever.”
“One-coin” loophole- “What is one beer?”
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Distracting- distraction on purpose; example- going
for a short walk instead of eating a snack when you are
truly tired, not hungry
Reward- find a reward within the habit itself;
example-“If I don’t drink at the party, I’ll save money.”
Treat- A small pleasure that is NOT earned; examplewatching a funny video of your dog in the middle of the
day
Pairing- coupling two activities together: one that you
like, and one that you dislike

Unique, Just Like Everyone Else
Clarity- be clear about your values and the actions you
expect from yourself
Identity- be the kind of person you really are (and not
what you think others want you to be)
Other People- other peoples actions and habits exert
tremendous influence on me, and mine on them
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Since the goal of building a new habit is to make it
repeated AND subconscious, it is ideal to adopt as
many of these considerations as possible when trying
to create a new habit. Let’s look at an example…
NEW HABIT I WANT TO CREATE: go to the gym 3x
per week for at least 20 minutes per session.
CONSIDERATIONS:
I am: an obliger (needs outer accountability), a
lark, a procrastinator, an underbuyer, a simplicity
lover, a finisher, a familiarity lover, promotions
focused, and love small steps. With all of these in
mind…
I have found an instructor guided pilates class
(simplicity lover and familiarity lover) at my gym
on Monday, Wednesday and Friday at 6am (lark)
and have put it on my calendar (scheduling). I am
starting tomorrow (first steps). I have contacted
an Upholder friend who is also interested in
adding more movement into her life to join me
(accountability and loop-hole spotting). Before I
go to bed each night, I put on my pilates clothes
to sleep in (convenience). After each pilates
class, my friend and I take each others gym
membership card home so the only way the
other can complete the next class is if we both
show up and meet in the parking lot before
(inconvenience and loop-hole spotting). This also
ensures that I don’t try to jump into the routine of
exercise too quickly and burn out because I
CAN’T go to the gym without my membership
card between workouts (small steps).
xix
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Goals
The past that we cling to, and the future that we
long for, both reinforce one thing- they necessarily
make the “now” unfulfilling.
~David Zappasodi
There are two main approaches to goal setting:
process-focused and state-focused. The majority of us
have spent our years setting state-focused goals
(example- lose 20 pounds). We believe that we will find
happiness when we are 20 pounds lighter and employ
a program (exercise or dieting) to try to attain it. This
program is a vehicle to get us to our end goal of
becoming 20 pounds lighter. However, there is an
alternative way to set goals: process-focused. When we
set a process-focused goal, we bring our focus to the
present and our approach completely changes. Try this:
List one goal you have this year. Now ask yourself why
you want this? Got your answer? Now ask yourself why
you want that. And again, why that? And, why that?
Eventually you will be left with an emotion. Here is an
example of how this might look for someone:
I want to lose 20 pounds. WHY? Because then I will
be thinner. WHY is that important? Because then it
will be easier to play with my grandkids. WHY?
Because I want to be able to engage and keep up
with them as they become older and more active.
WHY? Because I want to be a part of their lives as
they grow up? WHY? Because my grandmother died
young from Type II diabetes and I don’t want that for
xx
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my grandkids? WHY? I want to be able to help my
children provide for their kids (college funds, gifts at
the holidays, etc), and to be able to spoil my
grandkids. WHY? Because giving to others makes
me happy.
Now imagine that example visually. It might look
something like the images below.
Which image inspires you to lose 20 pounds?
Which image brings up more of the type of emotion
you want to have this year?
The brain is an amazingly powerful organ that can be
trained with things like vision boards. The brain’s job is
to intake information, and prepare the body for a
specific action. Therefore, when you flood the brain
with positive visualizations, or positive images on your
vision board, the brain works hard to train the body to
prepare for that reality.
You don’t have to be crafty to create a vision board. You
can literally tape images to a wall that you walk by
regularly. It can be that simple.

vs.
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Homework
Part 1: A Checklist for Habit Change
Use Gretchen Rubin’s Check-List For Habit Change
provided online to start the creation of a new habit.
Start by identifying and writing down your tendency
and distinctions. Then try to select at least five
considerations from the sections “Pillars of Habits” and
“Desires, Ease and Excuses.” Set your new habit in
motion NOW!!!

Part 2: Create a Vision Board
A vision board is a tangible representation of your
image of the future. Our brain responds strongly to
images, so the goal for a vision board is to create
something that represents your dreams, your goals, and
your ideal future. There is no right or wrong way to
create a vision board. Here is a suggestion for one way
to get started:
Think about and write down your goals/desires you
want reflected on your vision board around these areas:
•

Relationships

•

Social Life

•

Health/Wellness

•

Physical Activity

•

Joy/Happiness

•

Home Environment

•

Spirituality
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•

Creativity

•

Finances

•

Career

•

Education

Once you have some ideas written in words on paper,
start thumbing through various magazines, pictures,
newspapers, brochures, etc to find images that depict
the type of emotions you want to experience more of
this year.
Once you find what you want, cut/rip them out. Glue/
tape/pin them to something (cardboard, canvas,
bulletin board, etc) and the MOST IMPORTANT PART…
put it somewhere you see it EVERY. SINGLE. DAY.

By creating a vision board and placing it
in a spot you see every day, you create the
opportunity for consistent visualization
to train your mind, body, and spirit to
manifest your desires.

-Cheyenne Diaz
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